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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, December 10, 1992
The committee on Health Care, to whom was referred the petition
(accompanied by bill, House, No. 4101) of Carmen D. Buell, William
F. Cass and Athan Catjakis relative to utilization review for hospital
and medical services, reports recommending that the accompanying
bill (House, No. 6290) ought to pass.
For the committee,
CARMEN D. BUELL
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Two

An Act relative to utilization review.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
SECTION 1. The General Laws are hereby amended by
1
2 inserting after Chapter 1761 the following chapter:

3
4

CHAPTER 176J.
UTILIZATION REVIEW REGISTRATION.

5
Section 1. For purposes of this chapter, the following words
6 shall have the following meaning;
“Utilization review agent,” an entity that conducts utilization
7
8 review for:

9
(a) an employer with employees in the commonwealth;
(b) a payor, including any non-profit hospital service corpo10
-11 ration, non-profit medical services corporation, any insurance
12 company licensed pursuant to chapter 175, any health
13 maintenance organization organized pursuant to chapter 176G,
14 any preferred provider organization organized pursuant to
15 chapter 1761, or any agent employed by or contracted to perform
16 utilization review services on their behalf.
“Utilization Review,” the review of medical records, summaries
17
18 of medical records, or letters for the purpose of determining the
19 medical necessity of an individual’s admission as an inpatient to,
20 or for continued stay in, a hospital, hospital-based health care
21 service, or other health care facility, whether performed before,
22 concurrently with, or subsequent to the admission, or a program
23 which monitors, evaluates, or otherwise influences or attempts to
24 influence the prescribing or dispensing of selected drugs, where
25 such review is performed by any non-profit hospital service corpo-26 ration, non-profit medical services corporation, any insurance
27 company licensed pursuant to chapter 175, any health
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176G,
organization
any preferred provider
organized pursuant to
health
chapter 1761, any plan of
coverage for which the entity
which is responsible for payment has purchased insurance,
including re-insurance or any agent employed by or contracted
to perform such utilization review services on their behalf.
Section 2. (a) A utilization review agent may not conduct
utilization review of health care provided in this state unless the
commissioner has granted the utilization review agent a certificate
pursuant to this chapter.
(b) The commissioner may only issue a certificate to an applicant that has met all the requirements of this chapter and all applicable rules and regulations of the commissioner promulgated
hereunder. No substantial revision to a utilization review plan
shall be effective until filed with the commissioner.
(c) A certificate issued under this chapter is not transferable.
(d) Certification shall be renewed biennially by filing, not later
than March I, a renewal form with the commissioner accompanied by a renewal fee in an amount set by the division of insurance.
Section 3. Registration as a utilization review agent shall be
accomplished by an annual filing with the division of insurance
which shall consist of the following components:
1. A process, including timeframes, for notifying patients and
their providers of the denial of benefits or services, which process
shall provide that in the event of denials, the determination of the
necessity or appropriateness of an admission or continued stay
or procedure shall be reviewed by a physician and determined in
accordance with standards or guidelines approved or reviewed by
a physician. Reasonable efforts shall be made to consult with the
attending physician prior to denial, and the attending physician
shall have the ability to consult in a reasonably prompt timeframe
with a reviewing physician. Physician involvement in this determination shall not be required where denials are based on provider
failure to provide necessary documentation as requested by the
insurer for continued length of stay, noncompliance with managed
care program requirements, or non-covered services or benefits.
For denials for continued stays, patients, hospitals and the
attending physician will be notified 24 hours prior to coverage
being terminated.
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67
2. A written statement disclosing the relationship, financial or
68 otherwise, with any other corporation or entity and any
69 subsidiary, agent, or contractor thereof performing utilization
70 review services.
3. Written assurances that a representative of the review agent
71
72 is reasonably accessible to patients, the patient’s family, and
73 providers at least five days a week during normal business hours
74 and that payment may not be denied solely because the review
75 agent is not available.
76
4. A copy of the materials designed to inform patients of the
77 requirements of the utilization review program and the respon-78 sibilities and rights of patients under the program.
79
5. Any insurer, employer or other entity subject to the proviso sions of this section shall disclose, at the time of enrollment, to
81 any covered person who is the subject of utilization review, a
82 written notification of the existence of such a program. This
83 notification shall disclose the nature of any review, a general
84 description of the procedures to be employed and the identity of
85 any individual or firm who may have access to confidential
86 medical information for purposes of performing utilization
87 review.
6. Copies of any written materials or instructions or
88
for oral presentations intended for use in monitoring,
suggestions
89
or
90 evaluating
otherwise influencing or attempting to influence the
91 prescribing or dispensing of drugs whether the materials are
92 prepared by the registrant or a subsidiary, agent or contractor
93 thereof. Such written materials or instructions or suggestions shall
94 not be false or misleading in whole or in any particular, and shall
95 contain fair balance for any statement of positive or negative
96 aspects of an individual drug, and shall contain disclosure of the
97 relationship, financial or otherwise, with any entity registered
98 hereunder and any subsidiary agent or contractor thereof
99 performing utilization review services.
Section 4. Individual physicians or other individual health care
100
101 providers who are employed or engaged directly by a corporation
102 or partnership to perform utilization review services shall not be
103 required to make an individual registration with the division but
the person, partnership, or
104 shall be covered by the registration of
services.
their
engages
105 corporation that
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106
Section 5. A utilization review agent shall maintain and make
107 available a written description of an appeal procedure of an
108 adverse determination.
The procedures for appeals shall be reasonable and shall include
109
no the following;
11l
(1) a provision that an enrollee, a person acting on behalf of
112 the enrollee, the enrollee’s physician and health care provider may
113 appeal the adverse determination and shall be provided, on
114 request, a clear and concise statement of the clinical basis for the
115 adverse determination;
116
(2) a list of documents needed to be submitted by the appealing
117 party to the utilization review agent for the appeal;
118
(3) a provision that appeal decisions shall be made by a
119 physician; provided that, if the appeal is denied and within 10
120 working days the health care provider sets forth in writing good
121 cause for having a particular type of a specialty provider review
122 the case, the denial shall be reviewed by a health care provider
123 in the same or similar specialty as typically manages the medical
124 condition, procedure, or treatment under discussion for review of
125 the adverse determination;
126
(4) in addition to the written appeal, a method for an expedited
127 appeal procedure for emergency care denials and denials of
128 continued stays for hospitalized patients, which shall include a
129 health care provider who has not previously reviewed the case;
130 such appeal must be completed no later than one working day
131 following the day on which the appeal, including all information
132 necessary to complete the appeal, is made to the utilization review
133 agent;
134
(5) written notification to the appealing party of the determi135 nation of the appeal, as soon as practical, but in no case later than
136 30 days after receiving all the required documentation of the
137 appeal. If the appeal is denied, the written notification shall
138 include the clinical basis for the appeal’s denial and the specialty
139 of the physician making the denial; and
140
(6) The appeal provided by this section shall be in addition to
141 any remedies which may exist in accordance with law.
142
Section SA. In any instance where the department of public
143 welfare becomes financially liable to make payment under the
144 public assistance program provided for by chapter one hundred
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and eighteen E for an individual, subsequent to the denial of
insurance benefits due to a program of utilization review, the
department, upon receiving actual notice of said denial of benefits,
shall be entitled to appeal to the utilization review agent. The
department of public welfare shall be entitled to commence such
an appeal within six months of receiving actual notice of the denial
of insurance benefits and shall have standing to initiate such other
remedies as are provided by law to the same extent as the
individual who was the subject of the denial of benefits. Every
insurer and third utilization review agent shall cooperate with the
department by providing it with information necessary for it to
present an appeal. In any such appeal, benefits shall be restored
if, as a practical matter, medically necessary services required by
an individual patient, in accordance with generally accepted
standards of professional practice, are not provided and available
at a non-hospital level of care. The department of public welfare
shall pay any hospital benefits recovered pursuant to this section
to the hospital which performed the services, and such hospital
shall refund any amount of public assistance benefits it received
to the department of public welfare. The rights secured to the
department of public welfare by this section shall be derivative
to and part of the right of every insured to receive health benefits
from a payor and are in addition to any other remedy which may
be available to the department in accordance with law.
Section 6. The commissioner shall adopt rules establishing a

requirement that the review agent provide patients and providers
with its utilization review or managed care plan including the
specific review criteria and standards, procedures and methods to
be used in evaluating proposed or delivered health care, mental
health, alcohol, or drug abuse treatment services.
Section 6A. Every third party payor and utilization review
agent which conducts a program of utilization review shall, to the
extent practicable based on medical records available to it in
accordance with law, conduct a program of quality assurance. The
agent shall review cases
third party payor and utilization review
and
insureds where services
practitioners
hospitals,
identified by
was
an
and the insured
inpatient
an
insured
were denied while
absence
of
a
the
medical
in
order for
discharged
elected to be
In
such
a
physician.
attending
case, the
discharge signed by his
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184 utilization review agent or third party payor which denied benefits
185 shall determine if the same individual was readmitted to a hospital
186 within thirty-one days of discharge. In every such case, a quality
187 assurance review shall be conducted to review the medical
188 necessity and appropriations of both admissions and to determine
189 if the insured was prematurely discharged from the first
190 hospitalization. Any insured, physician, or hospital may, in
191 addition to any appeal, initiate a quality assurance review which
192 shall be conducted by the third party payor or utilization review
193 agent as to whether a denial of benefits will, or in the case of
194 retrospective utilization review, would have resulted in a
195 premature discharge. Every quality assurance review shall make
196 a reasoned assessment, based upon generally accepted standards
197 of professional practice and the patient’s medical records, whether
198 medically necessary services required by the insured was available
199 at a non-hospital level of care and whether the patient’s medical

200 condition deteriorated rapidly or, in the case of retrospective
201 utilization review, would have deteriorated rapidly due to the
202 absence or unavailability of medically necessary services to the
203 insured. Additionally, every utilization review agent and payor
204 which conducts utilization review shall, at a minimum, compile
205 and study the number and character of complaints and successful
206 appeals relating to individual reviewers, criteria and other
207 utilization review standards. Quality assurance studies shall be
208 used by third party payors and utilization review agents to
209 continuously assess and refine their utilization review process and
210 criteria. Quality assurance studies and records of corrective action
211 taken as a result thereof shall be made available upon the request
212 to the commissioner of insurance and the commissioner of public
213 health. A quality assurance study of an individual patient shall
214 be made available, upon request, to the subject patient, his
215 attending physician and hospital. The commissioner of insurance
216 may, by regulation, prescribe further quality assurance standards
217 and procedures. The commissioner of insurance may revoke the
218 registration of any utilization review agent which he finds has
219 failed to engage in an ongoing bona fide quality assurance
220 program required by this section.
221
Section 7. The utilization review plan, including
222 reconsideration and appeal requirements, shall be reviewed by a
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physician and conducted in accordance with standards developed
with input from appropriate health care providers and approved
by a physician.
Personnel employed by or under contract with the utilization
review agent to perform utilization review shall be appropriately
trained and qualified. Personnel who obtain information directly
from the physician or health care provider, either orally or in
writing, and who are not physicians shall be nurses, physician
assistants, registered records administrators, or accredited records
technicians, who are either licensed or certified, or shall be
individuals who have received formal orientation and training in
accordance with policies and procedures established by the
utilization review agent to assure compliance with this section, and
a description of such policies and procedures shall be filed with
the commissioner. This provision shall not be interpreted to
require such qualifications for personnel who perform clerical or
administrative tasks.
Utilization review conducted by a utilization review agent shall
be under the direction of a physician licensed to practice medicine
in Massachusetts.
The utilization review agent may delegate utilization review to
qualified personnel in the hospital or health care facility where

the health care services were or are to be provided and shall have
available the services of a sufficient number of qualified medical
professionals supported and supervised by appropriate
physicians, who are licensed to practice in Massachusetts, to carry
out its utilization review activities.
Section 8. Each utilization review agent shall comply with all
applicable federal and state laws to protect the confidentiality of
individual medical records. Summary and aggregate data shall not
be considered confidential if it does not provide sufficient information to allow identification of individual patients. Every
employee and agent of a utilization review agent shall sign an
agreement, on an annual basis, to observe the policies and
procedures established by the utilization review agent to protect
medical records and other
the confidentiality of individual
confidential material.
The utilization review agent may not publish data which
health care provider, including
identifies a particular physician or
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262 any quality review studies or performance tracking data, without
263 prior written notice to the involved provider. This prohibition
264 does not apply to internal systems or reports used by the
265 utilization review agent.
266
Section 9. Each utilization review agent must: (1) establish and
267 maintain a complaint system which has been approved by the
268 commissioner and which provides reasonable procedures for the
269 resolution of written complaints initiated by enrollees or health
270 care providers concerning utilization review; (2) maintain
271 records of such written complaints for five years from the time
272 the complaints are filed and submits to the commissioner a
273 summary report at such times and in such format as the commis274 sioner may require; and (3) permit the commissioner to examine
275 the complaints at any time.
276
Section 10. Whenever the commissioner has reason to believe
that
a utilization review company subject to this act has been or
11l
278 is engaging in conduct in violation of this act, and that a
279 proceeding by him in respect thereto would be in the interest of
280 the public, the commissioner shall issue and serve upon such
281 company a notice of a hearing to be held at a time and place fixed
282 in the notice, which shall not be less than thirty days after the
283 date of service. At the time and place fixed for such hearing, such
284 company shall have an opportunity to be heard and to show cause
285 why an order should not be made by the commissioner requiring
286 such company to cease and desist from the alleged conduct
287 complained of.
288
If, after such hearing, the commissioner determines that the
289 utilization review company charged has engaged in a violation of
290 this act, he shall reduce his findings to writing and shall issue and
291 cause to be served upon the utilization review company a copy
292 of such findings and an order requiring such company to cease
293 and desist from engaging in such violation. The commissioner
294 may, at his discretion, order any one or more of the following;
295
(A) Payment of a civil penalty of not more than one thousand
296 dollars for each and every act or violation, provided such penalty
297 shall not exceed an aggregate penalty of ten thousand dollars
298 unless the company knew or reasonably should have known it was
299 in violation of this act, in which case, the penalty shall be not more
300 than five thousand dollars for each and every act or violation not
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penalty of fifty thousand dollars in any

six-month period;
(B) Suspension or revocation of the utilization review
company’s license to do business in this state if it knew or
reasonably should have known that it was in violation of this act;
(C) Payment of such reasonable expenses as may be necessary
to compensate the insurance division in connection with the
proceedings under this subdivision which shall be dedicated
exclusively to the regulation of utilization review; and
(D) Such other relief as may be appropriate, including the
restoration of benefits.
(4) Any person who violates a cease and desist order of the
commissioner made pursuant to this section and while such order
is in effect shall, after notice and hearing and upon order of the
commissioner, be subject to the following: (A) A civil penalty of
not more than fifty thousand dollars; or (B) suspension or
revocation of such person’s license.
This section may not be construed to deprive a patient, a
provider, a private review agent, or a health care insurer of a right
available under other provisions of law. The provisions of this
chapter may be enforced by a complaint brought in the Supreme
Judicial Court or Superior Court by the commissioner, the
attorney general, any district attorney, or any aggrieved party.
Section 11. In conjunction with the application, the private
review agent shall submit and maintain information that the
commissioner requires including a list of the third party payors
for which the private review agent is performing utilization review
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328 in the commonwealth.
329
Section 12. No employee or agent of a utilization review
330 company may receive any financial incentive based on the number
331 of denials of certification made by such employee.
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